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Telling TAles

This City

pHotograpHy: photolux studio/chris lalonde (trend surfing); angela gordon (telling tales)

here’s The Thing

Toilet Talk
It’s taboo to talk about toilets. No one wants 
to be privy to the highs and lows of solid 
waste. Still, when conversation rolls around 
to renovations, powder-room overhaulers 
can’t help gushing about the king of all 
toilets, the Toto Ultimate  by andrea toMkins

gO WiTh The FlOW

the ultimate is a low-flow 

toilet that won’t need to 

be flushed twice. power-

gravity flushing, a wider-

than-standard flush valve, 

and a fully glazed trapway 

combine to clear the bowl 

on the first try. especially 

useful for “high-capacity” 

people and kids who go 

heavy on the t.p.

seATeD UPOn A ThrOne

this one-piece john makes 

for an easier cleaning job. 

aesthetically, it’s pretty nice 

too. the Canadian Water and 

Wastewater association gives 

it a royal flush in its “testing of 

popular toilet Models” report. 

great bathroom reading too.

COMMODe lOAD

testers use soybean paste 

because of its weirdly 

similar density and moisture 

content. the fake poo is 

dropped into the toilet in 

50-gram increments. these 

tubes keep dropping until 

the toilet fails to pass 100 

per cent of the waste in four 

or five flushes. 
eArTh FrienDlY

environmentalists will be 

relieved to note that new test 

protocol demands the soybean 

paste be encased in a thick 

latex membrane, so each can 

be used in multiple test runs.

PAPer JAM

four loosely 

crumpled balls of 

toilet paper (six 

sheets each) are 

included in each 

test run.

The hOT seAT 

the ultimate comes with  

a special softClose seat.  

a gentle nudge propels 

the lid and seat downward 

in silent slow motion, thus 

eliminating the slamming 

noise, the need to nag, and 

that awkward moment that 

comes when sitting on a 

seatless toilet in the middle 

of the night.

the toto ultimate is available at Westend bath and kitchen Centre (in white) for $425. 

613-226-7701, 1660 Woodward dr., wwwestendbathandkitchen.com.


